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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Public transit, compared with passenger cars, can effectively help conserve energy,
reduce air pollution, and optimize flow on roadways. In recent years, Battery Electric
Bus (BEB) is receiving an increasing amount of attention from the transit vehicle
industry and transit agencies due to recent advances in battery technologies and the
direct environmental benefits it can offer (e.g., zero emission, less noise). However,
limited efforts have been attempted on the effective deployment planning of the BEB
system due to the unique spatiotemporal features associated with the system itself
(e.g., driving range, bus scheduling). In this project, we developed an innovative
spatiotemporal analytical framework and web-based visualization platform to assist
transit agencies in identifying the optimal deployment strategies for the BEB system by
using a combination of mathematical programming methods, GIS-based analysis, and
multi-objective optimization techniques. The framework allows transit agencies to
optimally phase in BEB infrastructure and deploy the BEB system in a way that can
minimize the capital and operational cost of the BEB system while maximizing its
environmental benefits (i.e., emission reduction). We engaged two transit agencies - the
Utah Transit Authority (UTA) and TriMet, both in the planning phase of BEB deployment
- to evaluate the usability of the model. The web-based visualization platform
operationalizes the framework and makes it accessible to transit planners, decision
makers and the public. This project fits the NITC theme on increasing access to
opportunities, improving multimodal planning, and developing data, models, and tools
for better decision making. The research could help transit agencies develop optimal
deployment strategies for BEB systems, allowing planners and decision makers to
create transportation systems that better serve livable and sustainable communities.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Public transit systems are key to moving mass populations efficiently and in a way
that is environmentally friendly. Compared with passenger cars, public transit can
effectively help conserve energy, reduce air pollution, and optimize traffic flow on
roadways. Motivated by the advancement of battery technology and the increasing need
for a cleaner source of energy, Battery Electric Bus (BEB) is receiving a growing
amount of attention from the transit vehicle industry and transit agencies (Glotz-Richter
and Koch, 2016; Li, 2016; Lajunen, 2014). Automotive companies like Proterra, New
Flyers, and BYD have been continuing their investments in BEB-related technology.
Over the past eight to 10 years, companies as such have built mature product lines of
BEB and associated charging infrastructures. This combined with reduced battery price
has made the large-scale commercial deployment of BEB possible. Correspondingly,
many transit agencies have made long-term and/or short-term plans for replacing their
existing fleet with BEB. The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(LA Metro) announced in July 2017 that its transit fleet will complete electrification by
2030, requiring at least 2,300 BEBs (Miller et al., 2020). MTA New York City Transit
began to test five New Flyer BEBs across its system in February 2018 and similar tests
have been piloted in Boston, Portland, Seattle, and Salt Lake City (Miller et al., 2020).
The transit industry is rapidly transitioning to battery-electric fleets due to the direct
environmental and financial benefits they could offer, such as zero emissions, less
noise, and lower maintenance costs (Filippo et al., 2018; Xylia and Silveira, 2014).
Meanwhile, the transit system is what social functions depend highly upon, especially in
areas where disadvantaged populations are transit-dependent and tend to be the
socioeconomic groups that are particularly vulnerable to air pollution (Fayyaz et al.,
2017; Pratt et al., 2015). Full electrification could potentially improve environmental
equity significantly.
Current research on BEBs has been focusing on energy consumption analysis (ElTaweel et al., 2020; Sinhubera et al., 2012; Tzeng et al., 2005); charging infrastructures
placement (He et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017; He et al., 2015; Xylia et al., 2017; Liu et
al., 2020; Sebastiani et al., 2016); optimizing charging schemes (Liu et al., 2020;
Sebastiani et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2016); fleet replacement (Pelletier
et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2018); and cost-benefits analysis (Lajunen, 2014; McKenzie and
Durango-Cohen, 2012). Most of the work deals with small-scale systems where only
simplified situations or assumptions are considered, such as a single bus route, fixed
number of charging stations, or limited charging times. Very few efforts have been
attempted on the effective deployment planning of a large-scale BEB system with
empirical data. Also, many studies used simulated data to validate their models when
empirical data is unavailable, which greatly hindered the possibility of model adoption by
the transit agencies. On top of that, cost has always been a dominant focus when
optimizing the BEB deployment, yet important goals such as environmental equity are
often neglected.
This research develops a bi-objective spatiotemporal optimization model for the
strategic deployment of BEB. The first objective is to minimize the cost of purchasing
7

BEB and installing both on-route and in-depot charging stations while maintaining
current bus schedules. The other objective is to maximize environmental equity by
incorporating the disadvantaged population in the decision-making process. Research
on social vulnerability found that low socioeconomic status (SES) groups often
experience a higher concentration of air pollutants due to the low value of lands and the
closeness to income-earning opportunities (Hajat et al., 2015). Case studies have been
conducted across the world in many major cities. For example, Bell et al. (2012) studied
environmental inequality with regard to airborne particulate matter exposure in the
United States. They used daily air pollution measures obtained for seven consecutive
years (2000-2006) to match the U.S. census tracts from the 2000 Census. They drew a
similar conclusion that persons with lower SES had higher estimated exposure. Other
research conducted by Hajat et al. (2013) and Fecht et al. (2015) also concluded with
similar results. However, exceptions exist such as New York City, where higher SES
groups suffer more from the air pollution. These exceptions are also pointed out in Hajat
et al. (2013) and Fecht et al. (2015). Hajat et al. gave a possible explanation that the
scenic views and easy access to urban amenities attract high SES individuals to reside
close to busy roadways. Therefore, one of our fundamental assumptions is that lowincome groups tend to suffer more from air pollution. To this end, when considering
optimal BEB deployment, environmental equity is quantified via disadvantaged
populations weighted by the air pollutant concentration. The deployment is to ensure
that the places where low-income populations suffer the most from unhealthy air quality
could receive priority.
The developed bi-objective spatiotemporal optimization model along with the results are
integrated via a unifying interactive visualization platform to support querying,
navigating, and exploring various BEB deployment scenarios. The knowledge discovery
is spatiotemporal in nature, and we focus on effective visualization designs that are
interactive, intuitive, and informative. Our web-based visualization platform utilized the
transit network of the Utah Transit Authority (UTA) to demonstrate our proposed
method. The platform allows users to interactively explore the designated buses to be
replaced with BEBs with their customized inputs, the siting of corresponding charging
stations, as well as the impacts of various BEB deployment strategies in terms of cost
and environmental/social benefits.
In sum, the main contributions of our project are threefold:
•
We developed a bi-objective spatiotemporal optimization model for the strategic
deployment of BEBs to minimize the cost of purchasing BEBs, on-route and in-depot
charging stations, and to maximize environmental equity for disadvantaged populations.
The optimization considers the unique constraints imposed by BEB operations in a
spatiotemporal fashion.
•
We used empirical data to offer a potential framework that can be adopted or
expanded by transit agencies to optimally deploy BEBs by accommodating multiple
goals and objectives that the transit agencies set forth.
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•
We built a unifying interactive visualization platform to support querying,
navigating, and exploring various BEB deployment scenarios. Users are able to explore
multiple BEB deployment scenarios with user-specified inputs. The platform will then
output corresponding parameters for each scenario, along with the BEB deployment
plan (i.e., trajectories of buses to the replaced, charging station location).
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Literature related to BEB
deployment and potential environmental benefits brought by vehicle electrification is
discussed in the Background section. The Methodology section presents the biobjective optimization model and further discusses the definition of variables,
parameters, and constraints with examples. The Application section is divided into two
subsections, Data Source and Results. In the Data Source section, details on the
source and structure of air quality data, sociodemographic data, and transit network
data in Salt Lake City, Utah, and Portland, Oregon, are presented. The Results section
demonstrates the calculation for all parameters and various deployment plans under
different budgets. The Visualization section presents the interactive platform we
developed to allow users to visually explore the modeling results. In the Conclusion
section, the contribution of this project is summarized and the potential future work is
discussed.
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2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 DIESEL OR CNG BUSES-RELATED RESEARCH
The advancement in battery technology (Li, 2016; Lajunen, 2014) makes large-scale
adoption of BEBs a feasible solution to sustainable commuting. However, when
compared to traditional diesel or Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) buses, BEB-related
research faces new challenges due to the limitations on battery capacity, high capital
cost, constrained driving range, and needs for charging infrastructures support, etc.
Previous research on diesel or CNG buses mainly focused on the designs of transit
service (e.g., coverage area, scheduling) (Spasovic et al., 1993; Ibeas et al., 2010)
and/or bus itself (e.g., fleet size, occupancy) (dell’Olio et al., 2010). Research as such is
still of significance to the BEB system because BEBs and diesel or CNG buses serve
the same functionality, such as reducing traffic congestion, increasing access to
employment opportunities, and lowering transportation costs for the public. However,
BEBs have additional constraints that need to be considered for deployment. For
example, Spasovic et al. (1993) presented a framework to optimize transit service
coverage. In the framework, they tried to find the optimal length of transit routes that
extend radially from the central business district (CBD) into low-density suburbs as well
as route spacing, headway, fare, etc. For BEBs, other aspects such as potential
charging locations, charging time, and driving range also need to be examined carefully
on top of those aforementioned factors. The same considerations have to be given
when BEBs are the target (Ibeas et al., 2010). The authors attempted to optimize bus
stop spacing in urban areas using a bi-level optimization model. In this case, a natural
constraint for BEBs would be the constraint forcing the spacing between two potential
charging sites to be within the driving range. In summary, solving BEB-related problems
is similar to traditional transit problems, yet it requires additional considerations of the
unique features that BEBs possess.

2.2 BEB-RELATED RESEARCH
Recently, a lot of research has been conducted on BEB-related issues. A myriad of
studies has examined the charging station placements for private or alternative fuel
vehicles associated with driving behavior and battery usage analysis (He et al., 2013;
He et al., 2015). Xylia et al. (2018) presents a model to optimally deploy electric vehicle
charging stations at selected bus stops to minimize the total cost of building charging
infrastructures. The effectiveness of the model was demonstrated using simulated data.
Similar research such as Xylia et al. (2017) also presents a siting plan of charging
stations to minimize capital investment. Fleet replacement has been studied in Pelletier
et al. (2019). However, these approaches either made simplified assumptions, only
considering the cost for optimization, or did not consider the unique spatiotemporal
characteristics associated with the BEB system. For the BEB system, due to the battery
capacity, it has mileage constraints and requires periodic charging via either on-route
and/or in-depot charging. In any transit system, it maintains specific transit operation
10

routes and schedules. The adoption of BEBs should thus integrate into current routes
and schedules seamlessly (given the BEB’s constraints) to ensure a smooth transition
from diesel or CNG buses. This means that the selection of buses and routes for BEB
replacement should consider its spatiotemporal characteristics, such as available time
window for on-route charging, conflicting charging demand, and bus trajectories. More
importantly, all these studies assume the replacement of the entire fleet with BEB, while
in reality due to budget and stage-wise planning, transit agencies often prefer to replace
parts of the fleet at different phases. For instance, the problem introduced in Xylia and
Silveira (2014) did not consider actual bus schedules. Wang et al. (2017) only
considered a limited number of selected bus routes. The replacement plan in Pelletier et
al. (2019) did not consider the location requirement of on-route and in-depot charging
stations. Wei et al. (2018) allowed for the partial replacement of the bus fleet but did not
consider factors other than cost.
Another stream of research on BEBs explored the environmental benefit gained through
the transition. Life-cycle assessment of greenhouse gas emissions was assessed in
McKenzie et al. (2012), Rupp et al. (2020), Nordelöf et al. (2019), Islam and Lownes
(2019), and Dreier et al. (2018) as well as air pollutant emissions (Liberto et al., 2018).
A new methodology was studied in Rupp et al. (2020) to optimize charging time as a
function of CO2 emissions and the cost of electricity. The life-cycle environmental
impacts of city buses were assessed in Nordelöf et al. (2019) for buses with different
levels of electrification, charging options, and types of fuels for combustion engines. On
top of the studies related to greenhouse gas emission, a case study in Roma, Italy,
(Liberto et al., 2018) explored the changes in energy demand and resulting greenhouse
gas and air pollutant emissions.
The aforementioned studies have been focusing on either cost or environmental
benefits associated with BEB deployment. However, public transit planning needs to
consider social equity, particularly since the majority of transit dependents are less
privileged populations (Garrett and Taylor, 1999). Those populations tend to suffer the
most from air pollution as they oftentimes reside in areas with a high concentration of air
pollutants. By replacing BEB with diesel or CNG buses in those polluted neighborhoods,
it further improves the potential environmental and social equity.
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3.0 METHODOLOGY
3.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION
The bi-objective model relies upon the following notation:
Indices:
𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 (𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝐼𝐼)

𝑐𝑐 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 − 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 (𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝑀𝑀)
𝑖𝑖 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 (𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝑁𝑁)
𝑏𝑏 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖

𝑐𝑐 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖
Parameters:

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸

𝑂𝑂
𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚
= 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 − 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐

𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 = 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖
𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵 = 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐵𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵

𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂 = 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐵𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖
− 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒

𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼 = 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐵𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
− 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠−1,𝑠𝑠 = 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏 − 1 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸

𝑅𝑅 = 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝐵𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵 𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎

𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 = 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 = 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐

𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐
𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛 = 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑐𝑐
Decision Variables:
1 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 = �
0 𝑜𝑜. 𝑏𝑏.
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𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂 = 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 − 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐
𝑌𝑌𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 = 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖

1 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝐵𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵
𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 = �
0 𝑜𝑜. 𝑏𝑏.

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏

For a typical weekday, one diesel or CNG bus, indexed by 𝐸𝐸, runs through a sequence
of terminals, indexed by 𝑏𝑏. Among all the sequences, those that satisfy certain
constraints can be perceived as potential sites for building on-route charging stations,
which are indexed by 𝑐𝑐. Garages for overnight charging are indexed by 𝑖𝑖. The arrival
time of bus 𝐸𝐸 at any terminal is indexed by 𝑐𝑐.

Take a particular bus 𝐸𝐸 as an example. Bus 𝐸𝐸 travels from terminal 𝑏𝑏1 at time 𝑐𝑐1 through
terminal 𝑏𝑏2 at time 𝑐𝑐2 to terminal 𝑏𝑏3 at time 𝑐𝑐3 . Then bus 𝐸𝐸 arrives at terminal 𝑏𝑏4 at time
𝑐𝑐4 and goes back to terminal 𝑏𝑏1 at time 𝑐𝑐5 . Bus 𝐸𝐸 repeats the trip five times a day. The
environmental equity it reached is labeled 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 . 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 is calculated as follows.

Catchment areas with a one-mile radius centered around terminals 𝑏𝑏1, 𝑏𝑏2 , 𝑏𝑏3 and 𝑏𝑏4
are created. The radius is configured to represent the maximum distance that most
pedestrians are believed to be willing to walk to a transit stop. In previous studies, the
radius of the catchment area has been ranging from a quarter-mile to 1.5 miles (Fayyaz
et al., 2017; Flamm and Rivasplata, 2014; UTA, 2020; ACCESS Magazine, 2020) and
results show that varying the size of the radius had very little influence on the ability to
predict ridership based on the measures of surrounding characteristics (e.g.,
populations, jobs, etc.) Here we use a one-mile radius to compute the environmental
equity around each transit station as a median value derived from previous studies. A
one-mile radius roughly corresponds to the distance someone can walk in 20 minutes at
three miles per hour to get to a transit station. We adopt it here to represent the
geographic area where most disadvantaged populations will be exposed to air
pollutants as they walk to or from a transit station. Thus, the union of the four catchment
areas centered at 𝑏𝑏1, 𝑏𝑏2 , 𝑏𝑏3 and 𝑏𝑏4 forms the influence area of bus 𝐸𝐸. 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 is calculated
as low-income population × pollutant concentration within this area.

The arriving sequence at m is denoted as 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 , and in the above example, 𝑏𝑏1 is assumed
to be a potential site for building an on-route charging station, 𝛼𝛼𝑤𝑤 1 is {(𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏 = 1), (𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏 =
5)}. This indicates that bus 𝐸𝐸 stops at terminal 𝑏𝑏1 twice. The sequence of terminals is 1
and 5, respectively. 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is a subset of 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 , which represents the set of terminal
sequences at time 𝑐𝑐. Buses that arrive around the same t (a time buffer centered at time
point 𝑐𝑐 with the length of 10 minutes, which is [𝑐𝑐 – 5, 𝑐𝑐 + 5]) are considered to conflict
with each other, meaning they require simultaneous charging. 𝑅𝑅 is the range that a
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certain type of BEB can drive without charging. 𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 is the accumulative mileage for bus
𝐸𝐸. 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠−1,𝑠𝑠 is the actual driving distance from terminal 𝑏𝑏 − 1 to terminal 𝑏𝑏.

Binary decision variable 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 indicates whether bus 𝐸𝐸 is charged at terminal 𝑏𝑏. 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 is the
total distance bus 𝐸𝐸 has traveled without being charged at terminal s. If bus 𝐸𝐸 is charged
at terminal 𝑐𝑐0 , then 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚0 is equal to 1 and 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚0 is set to zero. Binary decision variable
𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 indicates whether bus 𝐸𝐸 is replaced with a BEB. Integer decision variables 𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂 and 𝑌𝑌𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼
represent the number of on-route charging stations built at 𝑐𝑐 and the number of indepot charging stations build at 𝑖𝑖, respectively.
Considering the unique spatiotemporal characteristic of BEBs and the goal to explore
the trade-off between cost and environmental equity, formulation of the problem is as
follows:
Bi-objective Battery Electric Bus Deployment Problem (BOBEBD)
Objective:

(1)

max � 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖

𝑂𝑂 𝑂𝑂
𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 (� 𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 + � 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚
𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚 + � 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 𝑌𝑌𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 )
𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚

(2)

𝑚𝑚

Subject to
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠−1 + 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠−1,𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝑅𝑅 + (1 − 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 )𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖

(3)

(4)

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,1 = 0, ∀ 𝐸𝐸

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠−1 + 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠−1,𝑠𝑠 , ∀ 𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏 ≥ 2

(5)

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠 ≤ (1 − 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 )𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 , ∀ 𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏 ≥ 1

(7)

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 , ∀ 𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏

(9)

(6)

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠 ≥ 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠−1 + 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠−1,𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 , ∀ 𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏 ≥ 2
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂 , ∀ 𝑐𝑐, (𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏) ∈ 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚
�

(𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠)∈𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(8)

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂 𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂 ∀ 𝑐𝑐, 𝑐𝑐

(10)

� 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼 𝑌𝑌𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 ∀ 𝑖𝑖

(11)

𝑖𝑖∈𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛

(12)

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 0 𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 1, ∀ 𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏
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𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 = 0 𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 1, ∀ 𝐸𝐸

𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑌𝑌𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ≥ 0, ∀ 𝐸𝐸, 𝑏𝑏

Objective (1) is to maximize environmental equity and (2) is to minimize the total costs
of purchasing BEB and building charging stations. Constraints (3) guarantee that the
mileage of a BEB does not reach the maximum driving range before charging.
Constraints (4) ensure that the accumulating mileage is set to zero at the beginning of
the day. Constraints (5) and (6) combined determine that if no charging takes place at
terminal 𝑏𝑏, then the accumulative driving distance of bus 𝐸𝐸 at terminal 𝑏𝑏 is equal to the
accumulative driving distance at terminal 𝑏𝑏 − 1 plus route distance between terminal 𝑏𝑏 −
1 and 𝑏𝑏. Constraints (7) set 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 to zero if bus 𝐸𝐸 gets charged at terminal 𝑏𝑏. Constraints
(8) assure that a BEB can only be charged at a terminal if there are on-route charging
stations built at that terminal. Constraints (9) relieve the driving limit on diesel or CNG
buses and guarantee that only BEBs can be charged. Constraints (10) make sure that
there are enough on-route charging slots for simultaneous charging while constraints
(11) satisfy the need for overnight in-depot charging. Constraints (12) describe the
nature of the decision variables.
To sum up, these constraints function jointly to ensure eligible buses will be replaced
with BEBs to fulfill the existing designated routes and schedule.
BOBEBD is nontrivial. No single solution exists that simultaneously optimizes both
objectives. Naturally, increasing the budget is very likely to lead to more BEB
deployment, thus improving environmental equity. To seek solutions that are of practical
value, constraint method (Cohen, 1978) is applied here. Objective (2) is therefore
treated as a new constraint:

𝑂𝑂 𝑂𝑂
𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 (� 𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 + � 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚
𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚 + � 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 𝑌𝑌𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 ) ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥
𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚

(13)

𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 is a variable that could be manually chosen to represent the actual budget imposed
onto the entire system. With specific values of 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 , BOBEBD becomes a single objective
mixed integer programming (MIP) problem, which can be solved using solvers like
Gurobi, Cplex, GLPK, etc. We can vary 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 to quantify how environmental equity would
change accordingly and also observe different deployment plans, including which buses
to replace, how many, and where charging stations are to be built.

3.2 CASE STUDY IN UTAH
This project is motivated by the need of the UTA to assess the feasibility of multiple
BEB deployment plans in the next several years. The BOBEBD explores the possibility
of pursuing a lower cost of replacing the system in phases while maximizing the
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environmental equity outcomes. UTA is responsible for providing public transportation
services throughout the Wasatch Front of Utah in the United States, which includes the
metropolitan areas of Ogden, Park City, Provo, Salt Lake City, and Tooele. UTA
continues to expand its network since it was founded on March 3, 1970. The agency
now has a coverage area servicing 2.2 million people, which accounts for almost 79% of
the total population in the state. In 2016, UTA runs 467 diesel or CNG buses serving
121 routes on a typical weekday. In this study, traffic network data in 2016 is used. Fig.
1 shows the study area of this research, including bus routes and potential locations for
both on-route and in-depot charging stations. Many buses operate trips on two or more
routes in one day (interlining) in order to maximize the efficiency of operations by
offering a flexible solution of pairing the schedules for both drivers and buses.
The specific type of BEB under consideration in this study is New Flyer’s XE40, five of
which are currently serving Salt Lake City and the University of Utah campus. The
parameters referenced here are collected from their operation data. Based on their
current operation, the driving range of XE40 varies from 62 miles to 200 miles in winter
and from 75 miles to 294 miles in summer depending on the intensity of battery usage.
During wintertime, the battery is mainly consumed by the motor and electric heater.
Using the operational records between January 1st, 2020, and January 15th, 2020, the
electric heater could take up to 50% of battery consumption, which hindered the fullcharging driving range significantly. During summertime, the air conditioning could also
take up a considerable amount of battery consumption, yet it is less than 50% even in
the most extreme cases. Moreover, considering the elevation rise along several routes
in Utah, a safe assumption of 62 miles is made in this study. Under this assumption,
there are 114 buses among a total of 467 having a daily mileage less than 62, indicating
no on-route charging is needed and 51 buses will run out of battery before charging due
to the long distance between stops. The standard charging time for XE40 using on-route
charging is 10-13 minutes. No partial charging is assumed in this study. Thus, only
terminals in which any bus dwells more than 10 minutes will be deemed as potential
sites for building on-route charging stations. This results in 71 potential charging
stations for the study region and four bus garages in the Wasatch Front are qualified as
in-depot charging stations for overnight charging without space limitations (Figure 3.1).
Among the remaining 302 buses operated by UTA on weekdays, 82 cannot be fully
charged because they dwell less than 10 minutes at any terminals, which means they
are not qualified as replacements given the current parameters. It leaves 220 buses in
total that require in-depot charging and on-route charging.
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•

In-depot charging station

•

On-route charging station
Bus route

Figure 3.1: Study Area
To sum up, 334 (220 + 114) buses are considered in the BOBEBD. According to UTA,
an in-depot charging station can charge up to three buses simultaneously and an onroute charging station can only charge one bus at a time. The construction costs for indepot and on-route charging stations are $350,000 and $1 million, respectively. The
cost of purchasing one XE40 is $790,000.

3.2.1 Air Pollution Data
In order to model the environmental equity outcomes as a result of BEB deployment, air
population data needs to be collected. We obtain such information from PurpleAir
(2020). PurpleAir is an air quality monitoring network built on a new generation of laser
particle counters to provide real-time measurement of PM1.0, PM2.5, and PM10. The
PurpleAir sensors are mainly installed in Europe and North America, and there are over
400 public sensors distributed across Utah. Figure 3.2 shows a sample screenshot for
PurpleAir Air Quality Index (AQI) reading on April 8th, 2020, in Utah. The data feed from
PurpleAir includes both real-time and weekly averages of particulate matter (PM1.0,
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PM2.5, PM10) concentration every five minutes. In Utah, PurpleAir sensors are highly
congregated in the urbanized areas, such as Salt Lake City.
Major pollutants generated out of vehicular traffic, such as 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 and CO, are not used
for indicators as the emission caused by road traffic is not the focus in our research, yet
the focus is to deploy BEBs in such a way that the low-income populations who are
exposed to the worst air conditions can be given priority. To this end, the concentration
of PM2.5 (𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎/𝑐𝑐3) is treated as the indicator of air pollution level in this study. The
reason for using PM2.5 as a measure of air quality is because the Greater Salt Lake
region is classified as a nonattainment area for PM2.5 by the Environmental Protection
Agency for 11 years in a row since 2009 (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2020).
We retrieved PM2.5 concentration from all sensors in the state of Utah from October 1st
to October 14th, 2019, and calculated the average for each site. The data was further
processed to interpolate the pollutant level at the unit of Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ).
This will be explained in detail in Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.2: Sample Screenshot of PurpleAir Sensor Distribution in the State of Utah on
04/08/2020

3.2.2 Low-Income Population
The low-income population is retrieved from metropolitan planning organizations
(MPOs) in Utah for the year 2019. All households were first classified into four groups
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according to the 2010 Census income groupings. The income group 1 ranging from $0
to $34,999 is treated as the low-income group for Utah. The distribution of the lowincome population at TAZ level is shown in Fig. 3. Note that several issues might occur
when using Census data. First of all, an even distribution of the population within TAZ is
assumed. Without acquiring additional information, such as land use and points of
interest, such an assumption might over/underestimate 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 . Furthermore, considering
only the residents-based indicators (e.g. low-income residents) can potentially
underestimate the number of served populations as well. This is because the number of
people using transit services in certain areas might not be the same people or a
reflection of the number of people residing in those areas. While the fundamental
assumption that low-income populations are heavily dependent on public transit for
mobility and fulfilling their daily activities holds, as verified by other studies such as
Fayyaz et al. (2017), combining residents-based data with land use or other detailed
human activities data could further enhance the accuracy of the estimation.
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of Low-Income Populations
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3.2.3 Calculation of 𝑬𝑬𝒊𝒊 for Each Bus

Before solving BOBEBD, 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 , environmental equity reached by replacing bus 𝐸𝐸 is
calculated. Note in Figure 3.2 that the PurpleAir monitoring sites are not evenly
distributed across Utah; therefore, data processing is needed to interpolate the PM2.5
values across the entire geographical surface. Ordinal kriging (Cressie, 1990) is applied
here to create a smooth surface of PM2.5 concentration. Kriging is a method of
interpolation for which the interpolated values are modeled by a Gaussian process. In
this research, the Gaussian semivariogram model is chosen and cell size for kriging will
need to be specified. Since the low-income population is aggregated by TAZ, the cell
size is adjusted such that each TAZ contains at least one centroid from the raster
created via kriging. For UTA’s network, the cell size is set as 600 feet. Figure 3.4 shows
the resulted average PM2.5 concentration delineated by TAZ. Comparing Figure 3.3
and Figure 3.4, it is noted that most of the low-income population resides in TAZs with
higher PM2.5 concentration. For example, in central Salt Lake City where PM2.5
concentration is the highest, there is a cluster of TAZs with a larger low-income
population which accounts for more than 50% of the total low-income populations in the
studied region. Also, the region to the east of the Great Salt Lake shows similar patterns
where low-income populations reside in areas with a higher concentration of PM2.5.
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Figure 3.4: PM2.5 Concentration Delineated by TAZ for Utah
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Correspondingly, the average concentration of PM2.5 can be calculated for 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 , where
𝑗𝑗 is the index of TAZs. The concentration of PM2.5 in 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 is referred to as 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 and
the population in 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 is referred to as 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍 𝑗𝑗 . Then, the low-income population
weighted by PM2.5 concentration is calculated as:
(14)
𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍 𝑗𝑗 = 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 × 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍 𝑗𝑗

The calculation of 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 is demonstrated using Route No. 205 in Utah. Figure 3.5 shows
the stops, route, and influence area of Route 205 as well as the TAZs. It’s assumed that
bus 𝐸𝐸 operates on Route No. 205 during trip ℎ, where ℎ is the index of trips. 𝑊𝑊 stops are
visited sequentially by bus 𝐸𝐸 during trip ℎ, which is denoted as grey points in Figure 3.5.
A catchment area with a one-mile radius was created at each one of the 𝑊𝑊 stops. The
union of the 𝑊𝑊 catchment areas is then obtained, which is referred to as 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖ℎ . 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖ℎ is the
blue region in Figure 3.5 representing the influence area of Route No. 205. Then 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖ℎ is
further intersected with all TAZs. The boundaries of TAZs and 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖ℎ generates the unit for
calculating the weighted population. The proportion of 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 contained in 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖ℎ can be
calculated as a result, which is referred to as 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖ℎ (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 ). The weighted population
contributed by 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 is calculated as such:
(15)
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖ℎ �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 � × 𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍 𝑖𝑖
Then for the specific trip ℎ operating on Route 205, traversing multiple TAZs (entire set
𝐽𝐽), this indicator is calculated as:
� 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖ℎ �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 � × 𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍 𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗∈𝐽𝐽

(16)

Since bus 𝐸𝐸 operates on Route No. 205 multiple times during the day, the entire set of
trips made by bus 𝐸𝐸 on a weekday is denoted as 𝐻𝐻. Then,
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 = � � 𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍 𝑖𝑖 × 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖ℎ �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍𝑗𝑗 �
ℎ∈𝐻𝐻 𝑗𝑗∈𝐽𝐽
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(17)

Figure 3.5: Illustration for 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 Computation of Bus 𝐸𝐸

The distribution of 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 associated with all the buses is shown in Fig. 6. 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 associated with
the majority of buses is below 25,000 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎/𝑐𝑐3 , which accounts for more than 90% of the
total fleet.
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3.3 CASE STUDY IN OREGON
The methods presented in this project are also applied into planning the BEB
conversion process of the diesel buses operated by TriMet - the Tri-County Metropolitan
Transportation District of Oregon, in the Portland metropolitan region. TriMet provides
bus, light rail, and commuter rail spanning Multnomah, Washington, and Clackamas
counties, operating in a region of about 533 square miles. TriMet’s annual proposed
budget for 2021 totals $1.64 billion (TriMet, Proposed Fiscal Year Budget, 2020). An
estimated 316,700 trips are taken on the TriMet transit system each day. On September
26, 2018, TriMet’s Board of Directors approved a plan to fully transition to an all-electric
bus fleet by 2040 (Metro, 2019). TriMet purchased five BEBs using $3,405,750 awarded
from the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Low or No Emission Vehicle Program in
2016, and began its first BEB testing in 2019 along Line 62-Murray Blvd. TriMet was
awarded another $2,088,579 from the FTA in 2019, and plans to use it combined with
funding from Oregon House Bill 2017 to purchase 15 more BEBs. TriMet’s current plan
is to purchase 70 BEBs over the next four years (TriMet, TriMet Electric Bus Plan,
2019).
In 2018, TriMet reported that 97% of its buses were powered by diesel fuel; 65% of that
fleet was equipped with selective catalytic reduction (Trimet, 2018). The BOBEBD is
employed to determine the optimal deployment strategies for the BEB system within
certain budget parameters. The bus fleet operation schedule, bus routes, and bus
terminals are supplied by TriMet and based on the Spring 2020 operation schedule.
The specific BEBs purchased by TriMet are New Flyer’s 40-foot Xcelsior Charge XE40
model that can reach a range of up to 130 miles during summer months and around 85
miles in the winter at full-charge capacity. The on-route, ABB HVC 450 kW Pantograph
Charger takes between three to six minutes to recharge each BEB; therefore, BEBs can
only be charged at a terminal if it dwells there for more than six minutes. The model
assumes there will be no partial charging. Given these constraints, only seven of the
existing buses are unable to be charged before running out of battery if they are
replaced with the XE40 BEBs. This leaves 826 buses possible for BEB replacement.
The cost of purchasing an XE40 is $915,856. Bus terminals are considered as potential
locations for on-route charging stations if one or more buses stop there for more than
six minutes. This results in 194 potential sites for on-route charging stations. All three
bus garages are considered as potential sites for in-depot charging stations. Given the
requirement of a six-minute charging time, any buses that arrive at the same terminal
within the same six-minute charging window are considered to conflict since only one of
them will be able to charge at the terminal. The on-route charging stations used by
TriMet can only charge one bus at a time and each in-depot charging station can
provide a full charge to three BEB overnight. The assumed cost to build an on-route
charging station at a bus terminal is $584,000, and the cost to install an in-depot
charging station for each bus is $69,000.
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4.0 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
4.1.1 Trade-off between Costs and Environmental Equity
The BOBEBD is solved by introducing constraints (13) for varying 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 . The intention is to
identify the trade-off between environmental equity reached by replacing BEBs and the
cost. 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 can be well interpreted as budget constrained by funding availability. Different
deployment plans can be presented by varying 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 . Each plan would produce the set of
locations for charging stations and replaced buses, given a fixed 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 and the maximum
environmental equity it could yield. Figure 4.1 shows the trade-off curve between budget
𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 and environmental equity each unique plan could produce. There is a clear positive
correlation between budget and environmental equity. As the budget rises, the number
of buses applicable for replacement goes up as well as the number of on-route and indepot charging stations.
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Figure 4.1: Trade-off Curve between Cost and Environmental Equity
There are potentially 334 (220 + 114) buses feasible for replacement and 114 of them
do not require on-route charging stations. The maximum environmental equity that
could be achieved would correspond to the scenario where all buses are replaced with
BEBs. Such a scenario requires 46 on-route charging stations and 112 in-depot
charging stations to be installed. The total cost for BEBs and charging stations is
$335.366 million whose environmental equity reached is 5.76 × 106 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎/𝑐𝑐3 .

4.1.2 Examples of Deployment Plans

Figure 4.2 shows the deployment plan while the budget is set as $25 million, which is
approximately 13% of the total cost for replacing all buses. The environmental equity
achieved is 2.75 × 106 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎/𝑐𝑐3, which is around 47.7% of the scenario when all buses are
24

replaced with BEBs. While 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 = $25 million, 26 buses are replaced, two on-route
charging stations and nine in-depot charging stations are built. These 26 buses all
require on-route charging and serve 11 routes whose distances range from 6.88 miles
to 18.90 miles with an average of 11.48 miles. The two on-route charging stations are
sited at West Valley Central Station (3650 S 2880 W) and Millcreek (Wasatch Blvd at
3900 S). The daily mileage of the buses ranges from 161.89 miles to 263.33 miles, with
an average of 202.98 miles. It is worth mentioning that 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 associated with the 26 buses
are ranked in the top 13% among all buses in 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 , ranging from the 13th to the 61st
among the 467 buses. The reason why buses with the highest 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 are not selected is that
those buses tend to operate on longer routes which require one or more on-route
charging stations, and the difference in 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 among the top 20% of buses is not
significant.

If 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 = $60 million, 63 buses will be replaced with BEBs while five on-route charging
stations and 21 in-depot charging stations will be built. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the
actual deployment plan. It brings 4.44 × 106 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎/𝑐𝑐3 environmental equity outcome,
which is 77.1% of the total environmental equity that the system can possibly achieve.
Two out of five on-route charging stations are built at Millcreek (Wasatch BLVD at
3900S), while the other three are located at three different terminals in West Valley
Central Station (3650 S 2880 W), North Temple Station (490 W 240 N), and Salt Lake
Central Station (300 S 600 W). The 63 buses replaced serve 20 routes whose distances
range from 5.45 miles to 18.90 miles, with an average of 10.63 miles. The daily mileage
of the 63 buses ranges from 62.78 miles to 263.33 miles, with an average of 176.20
miles. Furthermore, if the budget is raised to $120 million, 122 buses are to be replaced
with 14 on-route charging stations and 41 in-depot charging stations built, which brings
5.51 × 106 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎/𝑐𝑐3 environmental equity and accounts for 95.7% of the total. As shown in
Figure 4.4, the 14 on-route charging stations are located across the region in Millcreek,
West Valley, Salt Lake, South Salt Lake, Sandy, South Ogden, Orem, and Murray. The
122 buses replaced serve 32 routes whose distances range from 5.45 miles to 23.15
miles, with an average of 11.53 miles. The daily mileage of the 122 buses ranges from
62.78 miles to 263.33 miles, with an average of 170.52 miles. It is noticeable that the
increase in environmental equity brought by replacing additional BEBs drastically
declines because buses that could reach the most environmental equity are already
included in the first 63 buses. If we continue to raise the budget to $200 million, 99.3%
of the total environmental equity will be reached, with 203 buses replaced and 24 onroute charging stations and 68 in-depot charging stations built.
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Figure 4.3: BEB Deployment Plan when Budget is set at $25 million
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Figure 4.4: BEB Deployment Plan when Budget is set at $60 million
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Figure 4.5: BEB Deployment Plan when Budget is set at $120 million

4.2 PORTLAND, OREGON
4.2.1 Examples of Deployment Plans
Results from the multi-objective optimization model, BOBEBD, indicate a potential of
826 diesel buses that are feasible for replacement with BEBs in Portland – 422 do not
require on-route charging stations. The maximum possible environmental equity score,
Ei, would be achieved if all feasible buses are replaced with BEBs. To replace all
feasible buses, 87 in-route charging stations and 276 in-depot chargers (one for every
three buses) are needed to support the new BEB fleet. The total cost for replacing all
826 buses, along with all supportive charging infrastructure, is $826,349,056 and would
achieve 2.45×107 Ei as the maximum environmental equity score.
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If TriMet follows through with its current plan to purchase 70 BEBs by 2022 (see in
Table 4.1), the following bus, route, and in-route charging configurations would
maximize the environmental benefits to low-income households in Portland in
accordance with TriMet’s stated equity goals.
Table 4.1: TriMet’s Plan to Purchase 70 BEBs by 2022
Year BEB Replacements Funding Source
2016
5
FTA Low-No Grant
2019
15
FTA Low-No Grant + HB2017
2020
10
HB2017
2021
20
HB2017
2022
20
HB2017
To maximize environmental equity while ensuring the optimal scenario for replacing five
TriMet buses with BEBs (see Figure 4.5), the BOBEBD model returns an optimal
solution that would require two charging stations: one at the Clackamas Town Center
MAX Station and one at SE Foster & 94th (I-205 overpass). The five bus blocks that are
selected for replacement are 7103, 7106, 7242, 7244, 1407 serving the following routes:
14 (Hawthorne), 71 (60th Ave), 72 (Killingsworth/82nd), 79 (Clackamas/Oregon City), and
155 (Sunnyside). The cost for this BEB replacement scenario is $5,885,280 and would
account for near 2% of the maximum environmental equity impact score.
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Figure 4.6: Maximum Environmental Equity with Five BEB Replacements
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As TriMet makes the transition to 20 BEB replacements (see Figure 4.6) with funding
sources from 2019, as their plan states, the BOBEBD model returns a solution that
keeps four of the replacements from the initial five BEB configuration but does not
include block number 1407 which runs along route 14 (Hawthorne). Instead, the model
adds four blocks to the 71 and 72 route plan (blocks 7101, 7104, 7240, and 7246) and
then focuses on routes 2 (Division) and 9 (Powell Blvd) which run east towards
Gresham (bus blocks 201, 203, 204, 235, 236, 238, 243, 902, 934, 935, 937, and 943).
This BEB replacement scenario includes two charging stations: one at the NE 10th &
Hood stop in Gresham and one at the Clackamas Town Center MAX Station. The cost
of this BEB replacement scenario is $19,968,120 and it accounts for about 6.7% of the
environmental equity score possible if all feasible buses are replaced by BEBs.
If 30 buses are replaced with BEBs (see Figure 4.7), as is TriMet’s goal for 2020, the
trend continues that replacements occur on bus routes serving East Portland. This
replacement configuration would see the addition of BEB buses serving routes 15
(Belmont/NW 23rd), 19 (Woodstock), 25 (Glisan/Rockwood), 22 (Parkrose), 24
(Fremont/NW 18th), and one additional charging station at the Gateway Transit Center
(three charging stations total). Additional bus blocks included in this configuration are
2235, 2467, 2468, 1512, 1901, 1903, 1904, 1906, and 1908. The cost of this scenario
is $29,917,680 and it accounts for 9.8% of the total possible environmental equity score.
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Figure 4.7: 20 BEB Replacements
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Figure 4.8: 30 BEB Replacements
With 50 BEB replacements (see Figure 4.8), we see additional bus blocks that serve the
eastside as well as some in the west towards Beaverton like route 76 (Hall/Greenburg)
and 54 (Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy). Two lines, the 20 (Burnside) and 12 (Barbur/Sandy)
run long routes across the city that span deep into the eastern and western suburbs.
Two additional charging stations are required for this BEB arrangement: one at the
Beaverton Transit Center and one at NW 6th and Flanders (five charging stations total).
The cost of this configuration is $49,885,800, accounting for 15.9% total Ei. If 70 buses
are replaced with BEB (Figure 4.9), according to TriMet’s plan, bus replacements
continue to prioritize the eastside. This configuration requires two additional charging
stations: one at Parkrose/Sumner Transit Center and one at SE Holgate & 134th (seven
total chargers). The cost of this scenario is $69,853,920.00 and accounts for 21.7% total
potential 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 .
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Figure 4.9: 50 BEB Replacements
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Figure 4.10: 70 BEB Replacements
Taking a closer look at the BOBEBD route selection in the 70 BEB replacement plan,
the routes make intuitive sense by looking at their placement in juxtaposition with the
TAZ map of income (Figure 4.10). Line 72 Killingsworth is a long route stretching over
17 miles, traveling in North and Northeast Portland along Killingsworth and parts of
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Alberta through the Humboldt, King, Vernon, Concordia, and Cully Neighborhoods.
Route 72 then runs south along 82nd Ave through Roseway/Madison South, Montavilla,
Mt. Scott, and the Lents neighborhoods, and into Johnson Creek. Many of these
neighborhoods are well-known targets for equity policy. The anti-displacement and
affordable housing preservation projects in neighborhoods like Cully and Lents have
been ongoing in recent years.
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Figure 4.11: Selected Lines 71 - 60th and 72 – Killingsworth/82nd Ave.
Looking at the Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) Equity Matrix1 that considers
race, income, and English proficiency in its calculation of an equity index, Figure 4.11
clear shows why Line 72 Killingsworth is one of the first routes selected in the model.
This route is the dividing line that seemingly splits the city by race and income, with a
clear distinction between the inner and outer East Portland area divided along 82nd
Ave.
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There is a clear priority towards buses that serve long routes reaching out towards East
Portland and Gresham, as would be expected by the distribution of low-income
households. Of all the routes in this selection scenario, lines 2, 9 12, 19, 20, 71, and 72
receive the largest allocation of bus blocks. Each of these is a long bus route and
contiguous with block groups containing a high proportion of low-income households.
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5.0 VISUALIZATION
Based on the exploratory analysis of the data and results of the project, the visualization
has been designed to include features such as multiple views, interactivity, and a
combination of visuals and descriptive context.

5.1 Visuals
The visual components have been divided into three parts as shown in Figure 5.1. The
first part is to demonstrate the data which is crucial for generating the final deployment
plans. The second part is a street map which shows the actual deployment plan under a
certain budget. The last part is a trade-off curve which allows users to choose from
different budgets and to explore detailed information of the deployment plan. Note that
all three parts are interconnective in nature, where the input from the user (e.g., third
view budget plan) will also be reflected in the first and second views.
Electric Bus Deployment in the Greater
Salt Lake Region
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Figure 5.1: The Overall View of Visuals

5.1.1 The First View
The first view (Figure 5.2) is used to exhibit the basic data including the distribution of
different income groups, pollution concentration, employment level, etc., which can be
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selected from the dropdown box at the top of the view. Upon selection, color-coded map
distributions delineated by TAZ are presented. Information of individual TAZ can also be
displayed when hovering cursor over.

llutant Concentration
Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ)

.'

Low-income Population
Household Population
Employment Level

14.6 1
18.17 or more

Figure 5.2: The First View
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5.1.2 The Second View
The second view (Figure 5.3) displays the actual deployment plan on a street map,
which is scalable. The red mark represents the locations of on-route charging stations.
The solid black lines are the bus routes where BEBs are traveling.

Figure 5.3: The Second View

5.1.3 The Third View
The third view (Figure 5.4) is the trade-off curve between budgets and environmental
equity. Each point in the scatter plot is clickable and represents a different deployment
plan which can be displayed in the second view (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.4: The Third View

5.2 Descriptive Content
To serve as the introduction of the project and complementary information of the
visualizations, the descriptive content (Figure 5.5) is aligned below all the visual
contents on the platform.
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UUHU
Ennrorunental concerns due to foss il fuel consumptlon and emtss1ons drh"e transportation industry to
shift towards low-impact and sustainable energy sources. Public transit system, as an integral part of
multimodal transponation ecosystem, has been supponing such shift by exploring the adoption of
electric rehicles. In recent years, the ad,·ancement 10 Batte!)· Electric Buses (BEBs) and their
supporung 10fraruucture technology made them a nable replacement for diesel and Compressed
:-atural Gas (C:-G) buses. Yet, u remains a challenge on how to optunally deploy the BEB system
due to its unique spauo-temporal character1St1cs.

Gtab Transit ..\utboril)• (t;TA), the public transponauon pron der throughout the Wasatch Front of
Utah, has already begun the electr1ficauon of us bus fleet starting from 2016. SBEBs hal"( b,en
bIQugbt to stmc, among whtcb three were used on route 2 and two sen-ed the Umrersity of Utah
campus. After the successful IIllUal release of BEBs , UTA has been working mth the Uni,·ersity of
Utah to funber study the possiblility of full eleclflficauon.

Challenges
While BEB and its supporung mfrastructure ha,·e been commercialized and gradually adopted, how to
optimally deploy the BEB system remains a challenge due to sereral uwque spatio-temporal
characterisucs associated wuh the system itself. First, to suppon long daily operation time and high
daily mileage, some BEBs would require both penod1c on-route cbarg10g at bus term10als and
o,·emight chargmg at bus garages. A careful plarm10g for the optunal locations of on-route charging
stauons and or emigbt in-depot chargmg stauons is necessary to efficiently serre the BEBs while
keepmg the cost m10unal. Second, the space-ume trajectories ofBEBs should fit mto current transit
r elucle operauon routes and schedules as much as posSlble, to enable smooth transmon from
trad1t1onal diesel or Compressed :Satural Gas (C:-IG) buses to BEBs. The concern for potenual
10terference with current operauon routes and schedule would unpede the acqu1Sition ofBEBs. It thus
requires a sopbuticated spauo-temporal analyucal method to determine bow to spatially and
temporally 10tegrate BEBs 10to current public transit system without mterference with current
operauon routes and schedules.

Related work
~(2Q.l.S) de,·etoped an mno,·ati,·e spatio-temporal analytical framework to assist transit

agencies 111 identifying the opumal deployment for the BEB system. Specifically, a spatio-temporal
optimization model 1s de,·e toped to minitmze the cost of replacing a cenain number of diesel or C ' G
buses (pan of the fleet) \\ith BEBs, while in compliance with existing bus operation routes and
schedules. The proposed model can be used to determine the optunal spatiotemporal allocauon of the
BEBs, as well as the associated on-route charging stauons and 111-depot charging stations. The network
data IS obtained from UTA 10 year 2016 .
In addmon, Yirong et al. futher enncb the strategical deployment framework ofBEB by incorporaung
a second objectir e, enmonmental equuy. The research de,·etops a bi-objectire spauo-temporal
opumization model for the strategic deployment ofBEB. The first objecur e IS to minimize the cost of
purchasing BEB and installing both on-route and in-depot charging stauons while maintaining current
bus schedules. The other objecm·e IS to ma.Xllllize enrironmental equity by incorporating the
d1Sad,·antaged populauon in the demion-making process. One main reason IS that research on social
rnlnerability found that low socioeconomic status (SES) groups often experience a higher
concentrauon of air pollutants, due to the low ,·alue of lands and the closeness to income-earning

. . . . ..... . .......

·.·-~

Figure 5.5: Descriptive Content

6.0 CONCLUSION
Among the several findings worthy of discussion, the first one is the shape of the tradeoff curve between budget and the environmental equity outcome. Figure 4.1 shows that
the improvements regarding environmental equity work on a logarithmic scale as the
budget continues to rise. It is due to the fact that 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 varied significantly across buses, as
illustrated in Figure 3.6. Some buses run routes that go through the most populated
area multiple times a day while others might navigate through TAZs with very little
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population. Situations like this cause BOBEBD to almost always favor the buses on the
densely populated routes. When 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 = $25 million, all of the 26 buses chosen require
both on-route and in-depot charging because they tend to operate longer routes and
hours than those (114 buses) requiring only in-depot charging.
The BOBEBD is an illustration of how to formulate the deployment problem according to
multiple needs and objectives set forth by the transit agencies given the unique
spatiotemporal characteristics of BEBs. It can be extended to incorporate additional
goals other than budget and environmental equity achieved, such as maximizing service
area, fuel efficiency, the robustness of the system, etc. For example, robustness can be
defined as the tolerable number of buses that can be allowed for malfunction with no or
minimal impact on the current transit operation routes and schedules. In this case,
buses that run fewer times a day, serve fewer routes, and stop longer at terminals might
be the best candidates. Various goals can also be prioritized at different stages. For
example, one goal at the early stage (e.g., 10% of fleet replaced with BEBs) can be to
maximize the service coverage area to collect feedback from the community while the
goal at the middle stage (e.g., 35% of fleet replaced with BEBs) can be to maximize
environmental equity as demonstrated in this project. The flexibility of BOBEBD makes
it possible for transit agencies to make planning-level decisions according to their shortterm and long-term goals along with specific requirements.
Also, there is plenty of room for improvement. At this point, we only considered the cost
of purchasing BEBs and building charging stations. The difference in maintenance cost
between BEBs and diesel or CNG buses and the residual value for specific buses could
also be included in objective (2) if data is available. In addition, as we mentioned in the
Data Source section, considering only the residents-based indicators (e.g., low-income
residents) can potentially underestimate the number of served populations. Future work
will focus on combining residents-based data with land use or other detailed human
activities data to enhance estimation accuracy. Also, as discussed earlier, no partial
charging is allowed and only terminals where buses dwell for more than 10 minutes are
qualified as potential sites for building on-route charging stations. This feature is not in
entire conformity with reality. As observed in the current BEB operation data in Salt
Lake City, more than 50% of the time the BEB would get charged en route when it still
had at least 30% of the total battery left. A closer assessment of the minimal amount of
time for charging is needed for less conservative assumptions. With new technology
emerging, such as wireless charging systems, improvements are necessary for
BOBEBD as well.
The deployment of BEBs is a complex process that exerts huge impacts on transit
systems, which requires enormous capital investment, thorough feasibility study, and
careful planning. From the modeling perspective, the parameters of BEBs and the
specifications of both on-route and in-depot charging stations (e.g., charging capability,
charging time) determine which buses are feasible for replacement to maintain the
same routes and schedules. The assumptions (e.g., no partial charging) we made could
also greatly influence the allocation of on-route charging stations. This research
contributes to the state-of-the-art BEB deployment by incorporating multiple objectives
(cost and environmental equity). The joint usage of air pollution data, socio40

demographic data, geographic information system (GIS), and optimization techniques
offers a practical and strategic deployment that transit agencies can use. The BOBEBD
enables transit agencies to balance capital investment and environmental equity and,
with further adoption, to set forth various goals at different stages of deployment. This
research lays the foundation for transit agencies to make multistage plans for deploying
BEB using a flexible and easy-to-interpret optimization model.
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